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Contributions

I Tractable business-cycle model based on rational bubble fluctuations.

I Relatively small departure from conventional NK model suffices to
admit bubbles.

I Consider stochastic bubbles of two kinds:

I The unstable solutions that arise in the model’s bubble region.
I Stochastically popping (but otherwise stably growing) bubbles near the

low-interest bubble-free region.

I Clear and simple policy recommendation, confirming Gaĺı (AER 2014)
in a more relevant business cycle setting: Aggressively stabilize
inflation (don’t lean directly against the bubble).
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Questions within model

1. How seriously should we take calibrations?

I E.g., can we relate model to empirical wealth and consumption Ginis?

2. What would be main extensions for quantitative work?

3. Can this be a model of macroeconomic crises?

I Does the model admit large enough fluctuations in the bubble to
match observed swings in asset prices? (In Figure 5 a large bubble is
0.3 of GDP, but how much as a fraction of total assets? Figure 5 ) Can
we make it bigger?

I If a large bubble bursts badly, how bad can the recession be (always
seems way below one percent of output in the example)?

4. Why can’t we have (more) determinacy by fixing the target for the
long-run real interest rate?
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Extending the model: Public debt

Advertisement 1: Domeij-Ellingsen (wp2018).

1. Public debt is non-fundamental when r < g .

2. If public debt positive, maybe bubble movements involve bubble
substitution, as in Tirole (Ecma 1985) rather than overall fluctuation
in non-fundamental value?

3. If debt is nominal, there is a direct impact on the price level, not just
through the real interest rate.

4. Are there similar unstable solutions with such two-dimensional
indeterminacy? If so, what are the policy recommendations then?

I Different from Domeij-Ellingsen; we study the transition paths
following a single large bubble shift.
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Defending the model

I Paper avoids confrontation with Santos-Woodford (Ecma 1997),
which claims that rational bubbles are unrealistic.

I SW: If some agents behave dynastically, then realistically complete
asset markets preclude bubbles. The current mortal agent framework
thus deemed inadmissible.

I Advertisement 2: Domeij and Ellingsen (JME 2018).

I The mortality of individuals (OLG) not really important.
I The key is the incomplete asset market; can’t buy stocks of all

nonexistent firms: This is realistic!

I Hence, present framework is a justified simplification – it’s the
Santos-Woodford requirements that are too strong.
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